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August 6th - Errata
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Words of our Beloved Prophet
A direct link with the Elohim
Our Beloved Prophet was with a few Raelians last week and reflected with
them on the new elements he brought during the European seminar. Here is
what he said, taken from notes.
« The main elements which I hope I brought to you during the last seminar
were, first of all, the respect associated to the oriental type of salute (see on
the picture on the left). It was also that notion of link between the greatness
and the humility that one cannot dissociate from the link to the Elohim.
Wherever you are, you are never alone as you always have this link with the
Elohim. You can practice it several times a day. No need of Guides, Priests or
Prophets for that. A Prophet is here to tell you that you are connected directly.
For the connection itself, I am not necessary, Guides are not necessary. When
you pray sincerely, you are directly linked to the infinite and directly linked to
the Elohim.
You are directly linked to the infinite when you bow and touch the ground with
your forehead and when you say ‘dust, I am coming from you and I will return to you soon, and meanwhile I can
do something or lay down’. Then you can stand up and this is why you are here.
The link with the Elohim and the infinite; this humility to bow in front of those who tell you to stand up and to
stand up in front of those who would like you to bow – which is what African people have forgotten to do for a
long time – yes, to stand up in front of those who want to have you bent and to bend in front of those who want
us to stand up, it is grand, it is beautiful, it is wise, it is powerful and it is
normal to feel enthusiastic about it… keep this enthusiasm!
It is true that it feels good to do it together, but when you go back and
you are in the middle of those who don’t know, no insult can reach you,
no lack of respect either. In fact those who are disrespectful are a
minority, a minority that is smaller than ours, we must love them and
have this minority which hates us
respected☺
If you have this love for them when you
go back home, nothing can touch you. You
have the greatness of the messages
permanently inside of you, the greatness
of the Creators, the greatness of this message which says “ stand up and while you
are standing, do something otherwise you’d better stay in bed.’
This prayer, you need to do it, it is in the Messages and it needed to be reminded.
It isn’t an unconscious prayer as in the temples, synagogues and mosques, but a
prayer conscious of what it represents. You don’t have to conform to others while
doing it. Each one of us should do it at his own pace, but you need to do it
physically because if you don’t put your forehead on the ground, you may forget
humility. The forehead must touch the dust, without a mat, so that you remember
where you are coming from and that the return will happen soon. We never know
when it will happen. The elders may not be the first ones to leave, there are young
people dying from a heart attack or other diseases.
What is motivating is to thing about the time that I have left to live… stand up or keep lying down.
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This is why I am telling you ‘ stand up’. However to really feel that you are standing up, you need to lay down
first, as there are people who are on their legs but in fact they are lying down. It is only when you touch the
ground with your forehead that you become aware of the movement to stand up. It gives you a feeling of power
when you stand up.
If I am standing, it is also to have the capacity to bend in front of my peers and show respect to my Raelian
brothers and sisters, to express the privilege I have to be on my feet at the same time as them, with my symbol,
proud of being me because no one else will be me in my place and proud of the fact that the Elohim are looking at
me and because they tell me to stand up, I bend in front of them.

A person also asked our Beloved Prophet if he sometimes feels lonely….
Here is what he said:
Loneliness? No it is very rare for me to feel lonely. I sometimes feel discouraged by the state of Humanity, never
by the Raelians, and I don’t feel lonely, no.
From the start, I knew that you existed and I needed to find you. I was told that you existed. I sometimes had
difficulties to believe it, but here you are, you arrived through the years and I never felt intrinsequely alone. It is
as if you were told ‘you have 144,000 friends in this town, up to you to find them’. I talked, you wrote and here
you are !
You, you didn’t know. Your loneliness before finding us must have been bigger than mine. My duty is to break this
loneliness.
There are others like you, it is for them that we are here.
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Many among you, Contact readers, sent little notes expressing your pleasure to read the
teachings about the prayer in the last contact.. here is one these feelings…
I just read and felt onece more the words of our Beloved Prophet in Contact #237. They really warmed my
heat. These three treasures, Truth-Meditation-Prayer, transported me in a bliss that I cannot describe.
Could you express to the ‘ground wire of our Planet’, The Prophet of the Infinite Rael, my eternal
gratitude.
Love, Dalaï ( from Congo)

NEWS and VIEWS
Several articles were published in the last couple of weeks confirming the
teachings of our Beloved Prophet!
Location of the consciousness
You may remember our Beloved Prophet saying this during a
seminar in Valcourt, “the consciousness that Francis Crick and
others have been searching for, is located right behind our
frontal bone, in the middle, slightly above our eyes”. That
location was just reported as the center of our decision-making
by German researchers who used brain images during the time
someone was deciding to veto one move he was about to do…
Here is the brief published this week about it. Enjoy!
LEIPZIG, Germany, Aug. 23 (UPI) -- German researchers
have found the area of the brain responsible for selfcontrol -- the capacity to withhold an action prepared for
but reconsidered.
The study, published in The Journal of Neuroscience,
showed the area of the brain where the decision to not do something after thinking about doing it
occurs. This area is separate from the area of the brain associated with taking action.
The findings broaden understanding of the neural basis for decision making, or free will, and may help
explain why some individuals are impulsive while others are reluctant to act, said lead author Marcel
Brass, of the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences in Leipzig, Germany.
Brass and Patrick Haggard, of University College London, used functional magnetic resonance imaging
to study the brain activity of participants.
Brass and Haggard found that deciding to veto yielded activity in the dorsal fronto-median cortex, an
area on the midline of the brain directly above the eyes, which didn't show up when participants
followed through and made the action.
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Neuroplasticity
With regards to brain function discoveries as well, an article described this week how scientists using a machine to
help people focus were able to teach sufferers to think away their pain.
A patient slides into the coffin-like scanner of an fMRI machine and watches a computer-generated flame
projected on the screen of virtual-reality goggles; the flame’s intensity reflects the neural activity of regions
of the brain involved in the perception of pain. Using a variety of mental techniques — for instance,
imagining that a painful area is being flooded with soothing chemicals — most people can, with a little
concentration, make the flame wax or wane. As the flame wanes, the patient feels better.
The machine described in the article excerpt above is in fact measuring and picturing what our Beloved Prophet
has been teaching us during our seminars, which is the capacity to change our thoughts. The meditation
techniques he teaches us are all about visualizing our brain, having it shift into the positive, loving and
harmonious modes of our choice and keeping it there as long as possible … permanently if possible☺
Interestingly these scientists confirm below that it will be possible without the machine.
“We believe that people will use real-time fMRI feedback to hone cognitive strategies that will increase
activation of brain regions,” Dr. deCharms the founder of the company using this technology said. With
practice and repetition, he said, this could lead to “long-term changes in the brain” and he hopes that a
patient could evoke the effect without the machine. They are planning to use similar tricks to treat
addiction, depression and other intractable neurological and psychological conditions.
We Raelians can all testify that it is possible to change our brain patterns, concentrating on it, visualizing it,
deciding it… I wish we had fMRI machines during our seminars to illustrate the fantastic and positive effects of our
Beloved Prophet’s teachings in our brain.
Our entire life recorded soon?
In a recent address at an event to mark the 50th anniversary of the British Computer Society, Martin Sadler of PC
firm Hewlett Packard, said that by 2057, there could be at least 1million devices for every UK resident with the
purpose of recording their entire life from birth to death. "More aggressive" calculations suggest there could even
be 20 million sensors per person, he added.
You remember of course that the messages say that our whole life is already recorded by the Elohim! Martin
Sadler says that we will be able to do it within the next 50 years… Imagine what our Creators can do with 50,000
years advance. Another of Rael's predictions/descriptions made understandable by our scientists!
Martin Sadler said, according to the BBC, "Maybe the first time you know you are pregnant is when a
targeted piece of advertising comes through on your computer screen offering you some baby clothes
because somehow the smart toilet, or some other aspect of your environment, leaked that information,"
hum…
Oliver Sparrow, a scenario planner who has advised the UK government and international organizations
was at the event too and said that advances in technology and a more complete understanding of physics
would lead to a new breed of devices that are "too small to see, that permeate your body, permeate the
space in which we exist, record everything, know everything about you, transmit your reputation wherever
you go."
This definitely reinforces the need to have a society managed by people who have a high respect of Human
Rights… geniocracy will be the key here.
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The good thing about these little gadgets is that the French-speaking European society will have a better idea of
who are the true pedophiles in their society… I am enjoying this so much in advance!!! They will also be able to
measure and record the amount of love the Raelians are giving and generating. In case you had any doubts, we,
Raelians, have a bright future☺
Artificial life likely in 3 to 10 years
A nice article by Seth Borenstein, AP Science Writer, gives an update about the artificial life creation race. I let you
discover it below. At one point she said that producing protocells ( basic cells as the ones they are trying to do)
“will remove one of the few fundamental mysteries about creation in the universe and our role”. She is probably
referring to the theory of evolution like the scientists who are doing these experiments do, thinking about the
supposedly primary cells appearing all by themselves in the prebiotic soup… What they all forget is that to get
these components assembled into the protocells that they are about to get, there have been hundreds of
scientists working on it to combine them in the right sequence… They are demonstrating our point, the fact that it
really happened that way in the past for the first primary living cells on Earth. It didn’t happen by chance, it did
happen thanks to the scientists who had fun assembling them, assembling us (thank You Elohim!)
WASHINGTON - Around the world, a handful of scientists are trying to create life from scratch and
they're getting closer.
Experts expect an announcement within three to 10 years from someone in the now little-known field of
"wet artificial life."
"It's going to be a big deal and everybody's going to know about it," said Mark Bedau, chief operating
officer of ProtoLife of Venice, Italy, one of those in the race. "We're talking about a technology that could
change our world in pretty fundamental ways — in fact, in ways that are impossible to predict."
That first cell of synthetic life — made from the basic chemicals in DNA — may not seem like much to
non-scientists. For one thing, you'll have to look in a microscope to see it.
"Creating protocells has the potential to shed new light on our place in the universe," Bedau said. "This
will remove one of the few fundamental mysteries about creation in the universe and our role."
And several scientists believe man-made life forms will one day offer the potential for solving a variety of
problems, from fighting diseases to locking up greenhouse gases to eating toxic waste.
Bedau figures there are three major hurdles to creating synthetic life:
• A container, or membrane, for the cell to keep bad molecules out, allow good ones, and the ability to
multiply.
• A genetic system that controls the functions of the cell, enabling it to reproduce and mutate in
response to environmental changes.
• A metabolism that extracts raw materials from the environment as food and then changes it into
energy.
One of the leaders in the field, Jack Szostak at Harvard Medical School, predicts that within the next six
months, scientists will report evidence that the first step — creating a cell membrane — is "not a big
problem." Scientists are using fatty acids in that effort.
Szostak is also optimistic about the next step — getting nucleotides, the building blocks of DNA, to form
a working genetic system.
His idea is that once the container is made, if scientists add nucleotides in the right proportions, then
Darwinian evolution could simply take over.
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"We aren't smart enough to design things, we just let evolution do the hard work and then we figure out
what happened," Szostak said.
In Gainesville, Fla., Steve Benner, a biological chemist at the Foundation for Applied Molecular Evolution
is attacking that problem by going outside of natural genetics. Normal DNA consists of four bases —
adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine (known as A,C,G,T) — molecules that spell out the genetic code
in pairs. Benner is trying to add eight new bases to the genetic alphabet.
Bedau said there are legitimate worries about creating life that could "run amok," but there are ways of
addressing it, and it will be a very long time before that is a problem.
"When these things are created, they're going to be so weak, it'll be a huge achievement if you can keep
them alive for an hour in the lab," he said. "But them getting out and taking over, never in our
imagination could this happen."
Eh Eh, they are not sure they can keep it alive more than an hour in the lab, under ideal conditions and they still
believe it was possible in a prebiotic soup millions of years ago with a dangerous atmosphere around and no
protection from the sun rays??? ☺

Our Support
To Director Brian De Palma for his new film "Redacted," a harrowing depiction of the horrors of the Iraq War,
presented at the Venice Film Festival on Friday. He began this project after reading about a March 2006 incident
in Mahmudiya, south of Baghdad, when a group of U.S. troops in the 101st Airborne Division raped a 14-year-old
girl before setting her body alight and shooting dead her parents and 5-year-old sister.
Other events retold in the film include the fatal shooting of a pregnant Iraqi woman at a military checkpoint as her
brother drives her to hospital. The film ends with a montage of real-life photographs of Iraqi war victims, including
maimed and dead women and children; the final picture is an image of the real-life 14-year-old rape victim.
De Palma said he hoped seeing such images would alert Americans to the truth of what is going on in Iraq.
To Francois Regis Hutin from the newspaper ‘Ouest France’ for his editorial on Augsut 18th where he states
that if you want peace, you must prepare peace. He reminds Christians that their motto is ‘love your enemies’…
His conclusion says ‘to prepare peace is first to enlighten hearts and disarm hatred. Glad to highlight good
journalism!
To the Defense minister od South-Africa, Mosiuoa Lekota, who declare in Cape Town that the African
defense ministers are all opposed to the American project of a military base called Africom. He declared that South
Africa counts on the strength of all the African countries. He hinted that those who would take another direction
will have to face retaliations. ‘ Africa must preserve its territory from all foreign presence’.
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THE RAELIAN PLANET
Seminar in Japan
A New Record of 120 New Attendants at This Asian Seminar
by Tetsuya Azuma(Level3/Japan)

Thanks to the active diffusion of the messages done by the Raelian members of
Asia
under the leadership of Junzo Mizoe, Continental guide for Asia, many people attended the Asian seminar this
year. In total, we were 570 attendants (2nd-largest number in the record in
Asia), and among those, 120 people were coming for the first time! It is a
new Asian record!
During the last year, Japanese Raelian teams did the diffusion of the
messages mostly in social networking services on the internet, and invited
people from there to our local monthly seminars held in each district of
Japan. During these monthly seminars, we gave information on the origin of
humankind and the Raelian philosophy using the latest scientific information
from "Rael-Science" newsletters. Altogether we had 210 new attendants to
the local monthly seminars in Japan. About half of them - 97 Japanese people
- attended the Asian seminar for the first time this year.
During the seminar, Michio Ito, who is responsible for education in Asia,
explained clearly how to awaken oneself. In his speeches, he used such
materials as videos and scientific literature, which were well prepared in
advance. Ph.D of Science, Zenkyu, explained how to think scientifically to the members through his science
workshop.
The results of our activities over the past year were also reported during the
seminar; Bishop Guide, Kazue Sasaki had reached Asia number one in paying
membership fees and the sales of books. As for Kazue's record, she has kept her
position as Asia number one for years so far. The National Guide for Japan, Michio
had reached number one as well, bringing seven people to the seminar for their
first time.
One of the evening shows, organized by Bishop Guide, Color, became one of the
most wonderful shows we had ever seen in Asian seminars. At the end of the
show, all of us sang the song "Elohim" to Maitreya Rael and our creators, the
Elohim.
This moment became one of the most beautiful ones. As we felt grateful to be able
to live on the same planet in the same era with Maitreya Rael, this show ended
with tears and excitement.
Most of the first comers to the seminar said that they would like to come back to
the seminar next year. The next seminar is supposed to be held at the end of April, 2008. Until then, for about 8
months, Raelians in Asia will devote themselves to the diffusion of the message of the Elohim more passionately in
order to invite many more
people to the seminar next year. Thank you so much, Maitreya Rael, for having given us this precious mission!
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The following members became guides, or trainee guides. Congratulations, everyone!
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Daniel Turcotte, Continental Guide for South America attended the seminar and here is what he told
us:
The deep disappointment felt by the attendees when they were told that our Beloved prophet wouldn’t attend the
Asian seminar, was shortly after replaced by enthusiasm when Michio, Bishop Guide in charge of teaching in Asia,
went on stage to officially launch this highly expected event.
It was my second seminar in Japan and I have been touched one
more time by the delicate attitude of the Raelians and the
exceptional refinement and femininity of the Asian Raelian girls.
Several workshops about femininity and respect given by the bubbly
Color and Hany made us
realize the importance of
consciously made gestures.
This
femininity
was
expressed all along the
seminar and especially
during the shows. Color,
Koichi and Shine put a spell
on us, one after the others,
with their dance full of
sensuality
and
their
incredible energy. Voices
transported us, musicians
made us vibrate and what
to say about Kumi, this
Japanese Guide who made
us laugh in stitches with her crazy and colorful characters and her
extravagant hair dressing.
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I also rediscovered Michio. He was more at ease than ever and his powerful teachings were reaching our brain
deeper thanks to his humor. I also deeply appreciated the availability and generosity of Junzo, Bishop Guide and
Continental responsible for Asia who has always a positive word for all the people he meets.
One of the strongest moment of the seminar was the closing show when Leon Mellul, Bsihop Guide and
Continental responsible for Middle east, went on stage and sang ''Evenu
Shalom alehem''. Hundreds of Raelians stood up to dance and sing their
joy to welcome Maitraya Raël in Asia soon and our Creators in the highly
expected Embassy.
Leon Mellul added…..
For me the Asian seminar was pleasure and love.
I was thrilled by the Japanese people education, delicacy, and so much
love.
Even if we miss so much the
presence
and
wonderful
teachings
of
our
beloved
Prophet,
and
were
so
disappointed he was not with us,
Michio's teaching was excellent. Junzo the Asian Continental Guide
reminded me of Rejean Proulx with his humility, transparency and so
much love :-)
The quality of the shows conducted by the wonderful Color was the top
and had nothing to envy to those in the best Vegas casinos. Many
thanks to all the artists and congratulations for your great performance
:-)
I had a blast
and a daily
overdose of
laughing
with
Kumi
when
she
was on stage making the announcements :-))))) She is
a born comedian :-)))))
Many Asian Guides where seating close to their
members and behaving like if their where on the same
level. They are so simple, humble and full of love. We
have so much to learn from them...
I would like to express my love to all Asian Guides and
participants to the Asian seminar. It's one of the best I
ever had. I better understand now the attraction of our
beloved Prophet for Japan.
Love, Leon
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Colombian seminar
8 Days Of Consciousness With The Consciousness Of Humanity
My name is Andres Correa, Industrial Designer and Commercial Helicopter Pilot, I’m 27 years old
and I have been Raelian for 4 years now. This is a great greeting of peace, fraternity and
harmony to all those people that have already taken the blind fold off their eyes… that big blind
fold that unfortunately keeps humanity blind.
It is incredible the amount of information that my brain received and the kind of feelings that
emerged from my heart…
I never felt so good before, it’s been a long time since I gave myself enough time to search so
deep inside me, learn, pamper and feed myself with new and good food.
The third Raelian Seminar in Colombia was a wonderful experience, not only for me, but also for
all the people that were part of this fantastic encounter. When the seminar date gets closer, you
don’t even think in the amount of information that you are going to learn, the quality of the people you are going to meet and
how renewed you will feel in just a few days.
My experience was enriching and I’m very grateful to each person who I interacted with…
To Norma (on the picture on the right) because of all the information and all the peace,
love and fraternity she gave us; to the Orozco family for their great hospitality and
excellent logistics during the entire seminar; to Alan Rojas for his great effort and job as
our National Guide in Colombia; to all those who traveled hundred of miles to share this
exiting experience of love and consciousness; and in general to all those who gave me a
hug, a smile and a kiss of love from their hearts.
I want to make a very special invitation to all the people who have enthusiasm in life, love,
peace; and for all those curious minds in science to join us in this great revolution against
the evilness, the selfishness, the mystification and the lies that the societies have involved
us in since we were innocent and young.
I have been part of this revolution for 4 years, it changed my life, and I’m sure that this
change is
going to
continue in great ways while I share and
diffuse the Elohim messages to all the people
around me.
For all those who take the decision to meet
us each year in Antioquia, Colombia, a big
hug of peace, love and fraternity… I will
count the days from now and until that new
encounter. I’m sure that we are and we will
continue strengthening that group of cells
called consciousness, humanity’s
consciousness that will shine… and which will
be represented with the welcoming of those
who come from the sky.
Love
ANDRÉS CORREA
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The Colombian Seminar…
By: - Raelian DOTCOM
I needed a little bit of courage to attend the Colombian seminar because of my poor
Spanish and also, neither hot water nor clean beds were guaranteed at the seminar
place. (which at the end we all did :-D)
After some struggles with flight scheduling, I finally arrived at Medellin Airport in the
evening and met Alan Rojas, National Guide for Colombia and Norma Toral who was
bringing our beloved Prophet’s words. The three of us rode on a taxi, which smelled
worse than a petroleum truck, and went through a rainy dirt road for an hour and a
half.
Next morning, a wonderful panoramic view surrounded me!. Wow! I saw a gigantic
bamboo bush for the first time. I ate exotic fruit for the first time. The seminar place
is located on the top of the valley. Between the three houses, there is an Embassylike building which we used as the lecture hall.(You can see the embassy from the
sky - Google earth coordinate: 6°13'47.23"N and 75°19'59.20"W)
The air was very fresh and there were 4 seasons in a day ..
We were 30 Raelians, all of them speak Spanish as a mother
tongue, except myself.
I’ve listened to Rael’s teachings at the USA seminar a few weeks
before so I knew what Norma was teaching. Thanks to Norma who
studied everything what Rael said at the USA seminar, I was able
to feel that she gave Rael’s speeches exactly the same way, as if it
was word by word. I realized that where there are great Raelians,
there are great Guides!
It was exciting to meet all the great, lovely Raelians. Because we
were just 30 Raelians, all of us had the chance to hug everyone
else at least 2 times a day. Wonderful! :-D …
It would be the one unique thing that could happen only in the Ixachitlan’s seminar… that the sensual night turned into a
hilarious night!! Thanks to Esteban, National Guide of Mexico. I would have gotten scared to face him at night if I didn’t
know him. But, his humor, talents, softness and presence made the seminar more special. Thanks to Alan for organizing the
wonderful seminar.
Before I visited Colombia, all I knew about Colombia were drugs,
coffee and kidnapping. However, I found that Colombian people
are really nice and kind, more than 95% of the population is
catholic. Whoever I met outside, they were so curious and
interested in our symbol and message. Because of their kindness, I
was able to talk about our message more during just this week,
than during a whole year in other countries.
Because of all the lovely Raelian brothers and sisters in this
seminar, it was an exciting experience for me, as well as the
experience of getting bitten by unknown insects which naughty
Elohim created!.
Thanks to Elohim.
Thanks to all.
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A Higher Scientific Level!
I went to the Colombian Raelian Seminar with lots of expectations and with a profound wish to encounter answers to many
questions I had since I read the Messages.. And let me tell you something.. This has been one the best experiences of my
whole life. For the first time I had the opportunity to spend one whole week with people that had the same doubts as me..
So I tried to get the most out of each experience, with out questioning a lot, just living each moment with out any resistance,
letting my self be guided by the leader.. Normita who impressed me with her so loving, funny and feminine ways and yet so
skilled and professional.
Having the chance to be in contact with nature, feeling the fresh air caress all my naked body among other people. Each
meditation made me feel transported to another world; I felt my whole body being renovated with each practice, each
exercise, I felt such serenity inside, my mind.. so peaceful.. Feeling accepted
and loved by a group of people without prejudice about your sexual
preferences. It’s the best thing that has ever happened to me in 53 years of my
life.. I was able to confess in front of all these people that I am proud to be
homosexual with out feeling pointed at or discriminated, on the contrary, loved
and respected.. It made me feel so happy! Raelians are really different people..
like there have never been on this earth.
All of the themes that were taught during the conferences and expositions were
of great scientific level, I enjoyed to the maximum without mysticism and
stupid religious concepts. All and each of the concepts were of such
importance, specially those related to the brain and the consciousness..
Knowing I can have control of each of my emotions is fascinating!
Consciouness has a solution to everything.. just listening to it.. so simple! Only
science can bring the answers.. our origins, the purpose of life on this earth,
the universe, death, cloning, reincarnation, eternal life… Wow!.. All the answers
I needed in just one fun, exciting, unforgettable week!
Thanks dear Norma for your love and dedication. Thanks to all those who worked so hard to make this seminar possible. This
is the best experience I have ever lived!
Thanks a lot RAEL for bringing to us this marvelous knowledge. Definitely these teachings can never come from an ordinary
mind… !!
Love to Elohim…
DANIEL BARROS P.

What an experience!
By ; Nino Moreno
I send love and greetings to all my Raelian brothers and sisters.. I am Nino
Moreno, I live in Cartagena Colombia.. I’m a musician and would like to share with
all of you this magnificent experience which I was able to live during the Raelian
Seminar in Medellin Colombia. Which was guided by our so loved Bishop Norma
Toral.
After being Evangelist all my life, I had so many doubts in my mind, and it was
thanks to Elohim’s messages that I got all the necessary and awaited answers. So
this was my first Seminar… Wow! As a surprise, I was able to share this
experience with Raelians from Switzerland, Korea, Mexico, Venezuela, USA... It was such a wonderful feeling to realize that I
have such a wonderful family .. a full variety of flowers from all over the world.. !.. It was a fantastic opportunity to be able to
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imagine in an infinitesimal way, how it could be if we were able to obtain
“paradise” here on earth.. able to live according to the plan which
originally our beloved parents from space meant for us!..
For me it was a transcendental experience.. it confronted me drastically
with my own self! All the classes, and the workshops made me realize that
even when I thought I had an awakened mind, the truth is that there is a
long way to go and that there is never enough awakening in respect to
the infinite that we are part of..
Today, thanks to Norma whom with such love and suppleness brought us our beloved Prophet’s words and teachings.. I feel
a better person, more humble, more loving, more kind and considerate, more tender.. Ahhh! more sensual and with better
knowledge about myself.. What an
opportunity!. One that I will
NEVER miss again.. Because the
way I see it, I don’t think there is
anything better in this world than
to assist to the, as Normita so
accurately called it.. “The Raelian
Seminar – Official School of Gods”
To all the people who made this
seminar something exceptional for
my life, I want to say.. For ever in
the eternity of Infinite.. Thanks a
Million times!!! . See you in the
next seminar.. you don’t know
what you’re missing until you take
it.. !
Love and peace…. Nino.

Clitoraid
In Montreal…
We were about 15 enthusiastic Raelians for a
Clitoraid fund raiser in the streets of Montreal
on the 4th of August, at the corner of SteCatherine and St-Laurent streets. It was our
first action on this new year and we put all our
energy into it. Thanks to the graphic talents of
Marisse, our new responsible for Clitoraid in
Montreal, we had posters done by M’ris
explaining our action and where one could see
a female genital organ.
It was amazing to see the way people reacted
while coming to us. We would then give them a
post card and they were giving right away. To
hold a poster like that is a seminar in itself. We
gad a great impact and we were able to touch
the crowd going to the Francofolies festival and
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the passer-byes. Mission accomplished!
The best moment of this evening for me was while teaming with Louise Du Berry and JMSA (Dominic Lejeune) we
found ourselves discussing with two black women who gave us interesting testimonies. What a great diffusion!
We were at the right place, together!
We had so much pleasure that we repeated the action on the 11th, on the Festiblues site. In one hour we
collected $232! And $411 in total for the two actions!
Liliane Gilbert, assistante of Marissé
News from Paris… the Foldes’ headquarter ☺
The main goal of Clitoraid as you know is to help the women of Kama in Kama. But we are also reaching women
from Kama everywhere in the world and of course we help them as well by giving them the information on how to
get operated on, helping them for their appointment or for reaching the clinic. Here is what Eva who lives in Paris
said about a woman who was operated on this week thanks to Clitoraid.
I wanted to share with you that I went to get Anne this morning at the clinic, after her operation and she
was thrilled. She described how she has been attracted by an inner voice to buy this magazine that she
had never bought before in which she discovered the article about Clitoraid. (Look magazine published in
the UK last Spring) She has been looking for information several times in the US and other countries
before, trying to find out whether such an operation was possible, and here she was finding this article.
I realize more and more how our small actions combined to our big actions provide so many beautiful
things to our brothers and sisters.
I am full of pride for our Movement and the incredible actions initiated by our Beloved Prophet…. Infinitely
so!
Kisses, Eva
Like Anne we have had a few women now operated on, who have agreed to explain to those who want to be
operated on how they feel and how it went…. A whole network is being built thanks to your efforts… thank you
all! Please keep on thinking ‘Clitoraid’, our mission isn’t over yet, we will need lots of money to have the hospital
up and running!!!

